We deal with second order algebraic differential equations obtained by equating exact and logarithmic derivatives. Under the assumption that such an equation has no "first integral" (which is proven in particular cases), it is shown that two generic solutions can be algebraically independent only if they satisfy a "very special" relation. Whence is deduced the existence of an infinite algebraically free set of generic solutions over a constant differential field.
1. Introduction. Let P be a differential polynomial with coefficients in an ordinary differential field k of characteristic zero (in short: d.f.). Suppose that P is of the order N > 0 and irreducible (i.e. P is in k [X,X',...,X (ΛΓ) ]
and is irreducible in this UFD). We are concerned with the following algebraic questions, which are to be made more precise later.
I. Does the equation P = 0 admit a "first integral" (within the frame of differential algebra)?
In this paper, we prove that the answer is negative for equations of order 2 in a certain class; furthermore, if such an equation is "the minimal equation" over k of a non-constant element x (see infra for definitions), then it remains so for x over any d.f. extension K of k over which x is not algebraic (see Theorem 1 and Corollary).
As a consequence, the adjunction of such an element to k introduces no transcendental constant; in classical terms, this means that the general solution of this second order equation is not even parametrized by one arbitrary constant.
II. Suppose P = 0 has these properties. What can be said in terms of algebraic independence over k, of the solutions of P = 0 in some differentially closed extension ofk t e.g. in a differential closure k ofkΊ (See Section 3.) In case A: is a finite d.f. extension of the prime d.f. Q, this problem is related to the classification of countable differentially closed fields, which is discussed in [8] .
We consider second order equations P = 0 of a certain class (which contains the previous one, so that the requirements mentioned in II are fulfilled in the small class) and we prove that, if P = 0 is the minimal equation of x and y over /c, then the algebraic dependence of x and y over k must be of a "very special" kind (see Theorem 2) .
The result enables us to construct, in a differential closure C of a d.f. C of constants, a countable set of solutions of the given equation, which are algebraically independent over C A key tool in this study is the exterior algebra of the vector space of the so-called Kahler differentials and the fact that, in the case of a d.f. extension K/k, it can be provided with a structure of differential A^-vector space (Section 6).
We give relevant definitions, state our results precisely and make some comments.
2.
Forking. Given a d.f. k and an element x in some extension of k, the set t(x/k) of all differential polynomials with coefficients in k which vanish at x is called the type ofx over k. If we denote by k [X] d the (differential) ring of these differential polynomials, t(x/k) is easily seen to be a prime differential ideal of k [X] d . Conversely, every prime differential ideal p of k [X] d is the type over k of some element x (take x to be the coset of X in the residue-domain k [x] (1)
where P* is the polynomial obtained from P by replacing each coefficient by its derivative, <9, is the usual (k-linear) derivation with respect to XW and S(P) = d N P is the separant of P. Now suppose P is irreducible and let I(P; k) be the set of all F in k [X] d such that S{P) n F is in (P) d for n large enough; then it is known ([5], [6] or [9] ) that I(P\ k) is a type over k, and conversely, every type over k is of this form. The proof also yields the following properties: both (P) elements of order N are divisible by P; also /(P; k) is the smallest type over k which contains P but not S(P).
Let p = /(P; k) be a type over k and x an element in some extension of k\ x is a solution ofp if t(x/k) contains p\ if they are equal, x is a generic solution ofp. If P(x) = 0, we call x a zero ofP\ if in addition S(P)(x) Φ 0, x is non-singular. Since the irreducible P associated to /? is unique (up to multiplication by a non-zero element in k), we shall refer to P (resp. to P = 0) as ίΛe minimal polynomial (resp. /Ae minimal equation) of the type /? or, of a generic solution x of p; in this case, the degree of transcendency (t.d.) of k(x) c ι over k is the order of p (i.e. of P). Note that a zero of P need not be a solution of/? and that the additional condition that x is non-singular is sufficient but not necessary; actually, the question of determining when a singular zero of P is a solution ofp constitutes the so-called Ritt Problem (see [6] ).
Here is our first result. .) The proof will be given in Section 5.
THEOREM 1. Let C be a d.f of constants. Let f,g,A,B e C[X], where B/A is a linear combination of logarithmic C-derivatives: B/A = Σw=i
To interpret this, we introduce the notion of forking. Let K/k be a d.f. extension and p a type over k\ an extension of p over K is a type q over K, the restriction of which to k is p: q Π k[X]d = p\ q is non-forking if it has the same order as p. It is not difficult to find the non-forking extensions of/?: they are the I(Q K) for all irreducible factors Q over K of the minimal polynomial ofp. When q is a forking extension of p (i.e. of lower order), we also say that q forks over k.
A non-algebraic type (i.e. of positive order) p clearly admits at least one forking extension, namely : I(X -x;k(x) d ) , where x is a generic solution ofp. As the property of being a forking extension is transitive, we are led to contemplate the maximal number of successive forking extensions of/?, which is called the forking rank RU(/?) ofp (and was first introduced in a broader model-theoretic context by Lascar [7] ). If/? is of order N, we have 1 < RU(/?) < N for N > 0, while RU(/?) = 0 for N = 0. Moreover, an induction on the order proves that the forking rank is preserved under non-forking extensions.
COROLLARY. Let k be a d.f and C its constants. Let P be as in Theorem 1 and suppose P is irreducible over C. Then P is irreducible over k, p = I(p\k) is of order 2, but its forking rank is 1. Moreover, the finite system of equations and inequations 5^{X) = (P(X) = 0,X' Φ 0) defines the generic solution of the restriction I{P\ C) ofp to C.
Proof. Since P is with constant coefficients, so is each irreducible factor of P over k (up to multiplication by a non-zero element in k); hence P remains irreducible over k.
Theorem 1 proves that for any extension K of k, the only type over K of order 1 that can be a forking extension of p is I(X'\K)\ but this is not an extension oϊp since its restriction to k is I(X'\ k). Therefore p has no forking extension of order 1, which means RU(p) = 1.
But we have more, for if x is a zero of P, then P is in t(x/k), so by Theorem 1, t(x/k) is either I(X f ;k) or algebraic or a second order type which contains P. Now, if in addition x is transcendental over k and non-constant, t(x/k) is of order 2, contains P and therefore its minimal polynomial divides P\ but P is irreducible, so eventually t(x/k) = p. In other words: a transcendental element over k which satisfies <9"{X) is a generic solution of/?. The following known result is needed for the end of the proof and elsewhere. LEMMA 
I. If an element is algebraic over a d.f of constants, then it is constant.
Finally we see that the condition x' Φ 0 ensures that x is transcendental over C; therefore a non-constant zero of P is a generic solution of/(P;C). D It is well known that a linear (homogeneous) equation L = 0 of order N admits a fundamental system of N solutions (their wronksian is non-zero) such that the solutions of L = 0 are the linear combinations with arbitrary constant coefficients of these N solutions. Let A: be a d.f. in which the coefficients of L lie, and let / be the type over k of minimal equation L = 0; it is easy to find iV successive forking extensions of /, e.g. by adjoining successively N constants algebraically independent over k. In other words, the forking rank equals the order.
The same is true for a type of order N which contains some linear polynomial of order N+n, for its general solution is then parametrized by N + n constants among which exactly iV can be supposed algebraically independent over k.
Nevertheless, Poizat remarked in [9] that the type of minimal equation X" = X f /X (which is "integrated" in X' = logX+ constant) has forking 1, although it is of order 2. According to Theorem 1, the same holds for the following equations which generalize the latter: 3. Constants. Another consequence of Theorem 1 is the "stability" of constants; however this is a more general property. 
, which means that the type of x over k(c) is a forking extension of its type p over k. But, since RU(/?) = 1, this may happen only once: when x is algebraic over k(c), i.e. when N -1 = 0, a contradiction.
REMARK. Proposition 1 has not drawn full consequences of the strong property RU(p) = 1. As a matter of fact, we know that the forking rank of a non-forking extension of p is also 1, so the conclusion remains true for any generic solution of any non-forking extension of p over an extension K ofk. The distinction between these properties will be made more accurate by defining "weak" and "strong orthogonality to the constants."
Recall that a d.f. K is differentially closed if every system consisting of an equation P(x) = 0 and an inequation Q(x) Φ 0, where P and Q are in K [X] d with Q of order less than P, has a solution in K. For any d.f. /c, a differential closure k can be constructed, which has "good" properties: k is differentially closed, k has the same cardinal as k, k is differentially algebraic over k, the constants of k form an algebraic closure of those of k\ there is a "Nullstellensatz" similar to the case of usual fields; two differential closures of k are λ -isomorphic (as d.f.).... For more details, see [1] , [12] or [13] .
We return to orthogonality. For simplicity, we shall deal only with stationary types, that is, such that their minimal polynomials remain irreducible over any extension of their coefficient fields; therefore, a stationary type has exactly one non-forking extension over any extension of its coefficient field.
Two stationary types p = I(P k) and q = I(Q k) over a d.f. k are weakly orthogonal if, x and y being any generic solutions of respectively p and #, the type of x over k{y)d does not fork over k (which is equivalent to the symmetric requirement obtained by permuting x and y)\ p and q are strongly orthogonal if for any differentially closed extension K of /c, I(P; K) and I(Q\ K) are weakly orthogonal (because of the Nullstellensatz, it suffices to consider K = k, a differential closure of k). When q = I{X'\k) is the type of transcendental constants over k, we talk about "orthogonality to the constants." Strong orthogonality clearly implies the weak one, but I(X f -l C) and /(JSΓ' C), with C a constant d.f., provides a counterexample for the converse.
Now we see that Proposition 1 merely asserts the weak orthogonality of p to the constants, while the above Remark explains that this orthogonality is in fact strong. This is the point where another distinct problem arises: for a type of order 1, the forking rank no longer has meaning since it is also 1; but orthogonality to the constants still occurs: in [10], Rosenlicht proved that the type of minimal equation X 1 + X'/X = 1 (among others) is strongly orthogonal to the constants. 1 jX = l C) which are algebraically independent over C; this answers question II for this type and was enough to prove the non-minimality of C over C (there exists a differentially closed field strictly between C and C). For the construction, it was proved that the algebraic dependence over k of two generic solutions x and y of I(X' + X'/X = l fc) reduced to a "very special" relation: x = y.
We prove a similar result and make similar constructions for types of order 2, under the supplementary assumption that the forking rank ALGEBRAIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 7 is 1. The types we consider include those of the Corollary to Theorem 1, in which case we know RU = 1. THEOREM 
Let k be a d.f with constants C. Let p be a stationary type over k, of order 2 and such that its minimal equation is of the following form: where F is a non-constant differential polynomial in C[X]d> Gi is a non-constant differential rational function in C(
.., n) and C\,...,c n in C are linearly independent over Q.
Suppose that the forking rank ofp is 1.
There exists a positive integer m such that if two generic solutions x and y ofp are algebraically dependent over k, then F(x)
The proof is postponed to Section 7.
COROLLARY. Let C be a d.f of constants and p a stationary type over C with minimal equation (E) as above. Suppose RU(p) = 1. Then there exists, in a differential closure C ofC, an infinite countable set of generic solutions ofp which is algebraically free over C.
We need first a technical lemma in order to "isolate" (see [1] or [9] ) the type P, that is, to produce a finite system of equations and inequations which defines the generic solution of p. Proof. See Section 7.
Proof of the Corollary. Let XQ be a generic solution of p in C; according to the lemma, this only means that XQ solves the system S^{X) which is always possible in C since it is differentially closed. Let m be the integer supplied by Theorem 2; by solving the system
m ) in C, we get another generic solution X\ which is algebraically independent from XQ over C. By induction, we build a countable set {JCO, JCi, JC2,. ••} of generic solutions of p in C: x z is defined as a solution in C of the system
Xi and Xj are algebraically independent over C for all iφ j. It remains to prove that the set {x 0? XuXi,...}v& algebraically free over C. Otherwise, let / be the minimal index such that xo,X\,..., JC/ are dependent over C; therefore / > 2, and Xι and ΛΓ/_I are algebraically dependent over k = C(XQ, ..., ;c/_2)</> while both of them are transcendental over k. Since RU(p) = 1, p has no forking extensions over k, so that x z and Xi-1 are generic solutions of the unique non-forking extension p k of p over k, which has the same minimal equation and satisfies as well RU(p k ) = 1. So, we may apply Theorem 2 to x = x/, y -X;_i and p (of Theorem 2) = /?£, and we obtain: from (1) in Section 2, we have: X"S(Q) = -(X'dβ + Q*) modulo (β)</, and therefore: S(Q)P = -P modulo (β)</, where P = Af{X'dQ + β*) + X'(5 -^9^ -XΆdf)S{Q) is of order 1 (or vanishes), so that P e I{Q\K) if and only if Q divides P (or P = 0).
As a polynomial in X f , P is of degree N + 1 and the coefficients of the highest and lowest powers of X' are respectively Afda n -NAa^df Finally, if a^ = 0, then N = 1 and a\ is in K because of the irreducibility of β; that is: /(β; K) = I(X f ; K). u REMARK. AS already noticed, the equations involved in Theorem 1 belong to the class of those concerned by Theorem 2, namely:
(E) F' = ΣciG'JGi, with F a differential polynomial and G z differential rational functions such that the equation is of order 2 (and is really of this form: we mean that at least F or one of the <?/ is of positive order and the c, are linearly independent over Q).
In both theorems, the coefficients of F, Gi and the c, must be constant. Moreover, in Theorem 1 F must be of the first order and first degree in X' (F = X'f+ g) and the G, must be of order 0 ((?/ written hi).
However, Theorem 1 should also hold for "most" of the equations in the class (E) without such restrictions; there are, of course, equations in (E) which cannot fit: for instance X 1 = X"/X\ or any equation which does not involve X will be of forking rank 2. Indeed, 
Technical results for Theorem 2. So far, we have not yet met those
Kahler differentials we announced but we shall make much use of them in proving Theorem 2; here is a review of classical constructions, followed by general results in the case of differential fields.
Let K be an algebra over a field k of characteristic 0. Recall ( [2] , Ch. Ill, §10, No 2) that, if the algebra K is Z-graded, if M is a Z-graded -module and n an integer, a k-derivation (resp. k-antiderivation) of degree n from K to M is a k-linear map λ from K to M 9 homogeneous of degree n, and such that: λ(ab) = bλ(a) + aλ{b) for all a and b in K (resp. λ(ab) = bλ(a) + (~l) n '^aλ(b) for all a in K homogeneous of degree \a\ and all b in K). If a module is not graded over Z, it will be provided with the trivial graduation: every element is of degree 0.
We denote by Der k (K,M) the ΛT-module of ^-derivations from K to M. 
M which factors λ through
for ω b ...,α) n in Ω^.
We arrive now at a key proposition for proving Theorem 2. First here is a preliminary result of linear algebra. 
/=0 ι=0
Then we have the following in A n (E):
The proof is straightforward. 
The interest lies in the following fact: the algebraic dependence over k of n + 1 elements in K is equivalent to the vanishing of a ALGEBRAIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
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(n + l)-form; assuming the dependence to be over the constants of k, we obtain a relation in
Proof. By virtue of formulae (2) and (3), we calculate:
). On the other hand, since WQ> ..., u n are algebraically dependent over C, there is a polynomial F inn + l variables and with coefficients in c such that F (uo,..., u n ) = 0; we choose such an F of minimal degree. Now apply to this relation the given derivation "'" and the exterior differential d: diF (uo,...,u n 
(d[F is the partial derivative of / with respect to the zth variable). Let (u 0 ,..., u n ) , cθi = dui and λ t = u\ (i = 0,..., n)\ because of the minimality of the degree of F and the O-characteristic, not all a, are zero. Therefore, we may apply Lemma 6, which yields:
Comparing this relation to that obtained at the beginning of the proof, the result follows from some computations that we skip.
REMARK. Proposition 4 generalizes Lemma 1 of [10] , which corresponds to n = 1. We shall also need this slightly improved version of Proposition 4 of [11] . PROPOSITION 5. Let K/k be a field extension, u\, ..., u n non-zero elements in K and v in K. Let C\,...,c n in K be algebraic over k and linearly independent over Q.
Ifc\ du\/u\ H V c n dun/Un = dυ in Ωl^, then U\,...,u n andυ are algebraic over k (i.e. such a relation is necessarily trivial).
In [11], the C\ were lying in k, but our version is easily obtained by regarding the algebraic closure k of k in K and using the ΛMinear map from ΩL^ into Ω* ^ which is induced by the universal property of ΩL Λ and merely replaces d K j k by 7. Proofs of Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 to its Corollary. We first prove Lemma 3. Let x be a solution of S?{X) and suppose that x is not a generic solution of/?. Yet, x is a solution of/?, for the type q of x over C contains JP but not S(P), so that q contains p (as already noted in Section 2). Therefore, we are reduced to looking for the types q over C which strictly contain p. Clearly q cannot be of order 2 and cannot be algebraic either since this would make x algebraic over c, hence constant (Lemma 1) while x satisfies <5*{X). Thus q is of the first order and t.d. C(x)d/C = 1. By computing the minimal polynomial P of p and then S(P), we see that S(P)(x) Φ 0 implies G t {x) φ 0 for all /; now F(x) and l/G/(x) are algebraically dependent over c; apply Proposition 4: D ι (dF(x)/Gi(x)) = d(F(x)'/Gi(x)) 9 which we rewrite:
Multiply both sides by C//G/(x), sum over i and take the fact that x satisfies P(x) = 0 and F(x)' Φ 0 into account; it yields: dF(x) = ΣcidGi(x)/Gi (x) in ΩQJC) /C Apply Proposition 5: dF(x) = 0 in ΩL, , c , that is: F(x) is algebraic over C, hence constant, a contradiction. D
Proof of Theorem 2. Set # = fc(x,j>)</ and of = d K j k . Since the minimal equation of x over k is (E), which has constant coefficients, it remains the same under restriction to C so that x satisfies the system S"(X) mentioned in Lemma 3: in particular GJ (JC) Φ 0 for all /, and F(x) Φ 0; also t.d. C(x) d /C = 2 so that the three elements u 0 = l/(F(x)'Gi(x)) 9 u x = Gi(x) and u 2 = F(x) in C(x)</ are algebraically dependent over c. Apply Proposition 4: For short, we write ω{x) and ω(y) for the 2-forms inside parentheses in (i). We have ω(
Note that ψ is not identically zero; since x and x 1 (resp. y and y 1 ) are algebraically independent over k, it follows that ω(x) Φ 0 (resp. ω(y) φ 0) in Ω^.
Now if JC and y are algebraically dependent over k y then dim^ Ω (since F is of order 0) and using (xi), we get: v = 1, which we put back in (xiii) on which we apply D ι , while taking (xii) into account; we get: u = 1. Now (xiii) reads as follows: is not a constant), the left-hand side of (x) may happen to be 1, like in the first case, but this does not alter the fact that (x) is a non-trivial relation of algebraic dependence over C between x, x\ y and y 1 . In other words: the type of y over C{x)d forks over C; but the minimal equation of y over C is still (E), so that t(y/C) also has forking rank 1. Therefore, y is algebraic over C{x) d and t.d. C(x,y) 
Denote by Γ the d.f. C(x 9 y)d 9 by δ the exterior differential dγ/c and by Δ 1 the "derivation" of ΩL C which is induced by that of Γ. This latter derivation "
; " is C-linear, so the universal property of (Ω|y C ,<?) provides a unique linear form λ on the Γ-space Ωr, c such that: λ(δu) = u\ for u in Γ. Write an equation similar to (xiii) in Ωpy C (here u and v are in Γ and d K j k = d is replaced by dγjc = δ); applying λ to it, we obtain u = v\ applying Δ 1 , we see that u is constant (for the analog of (xii) holds in Ωf /C ), hence u is algebraic over C. Now the equation similar to (xiii) becomes:
(F(y) -uF{x))
A δGiiy) A δGi (x) . o l If the coefficients c,, uci, (/ = l,...,ύ) are not linearly independent over Q, we choose a basis of the Z-lattice that they span and gather together suitably the Gi(y), Gi(x) . Note that every element in this lattice is algebraic over k since u is so. Apply This paper was written while the author was invited as a Visiting Scholar at U.C. Berkeley in 1983 ... and delayed for extra-mathematical reasons. It is his pleasure to thank here Franςois Gramain, Bruno Poizat and Maxwell Rosenlicht for helpful conversations.
